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a b s t r a c t

Near-Earth asteroid (99942) Apophis currently resides among the top positions on the list of objects with
small, yet non-zero impact probability with the Earth. For that reason an unusual observational and the-
oretical effort has been dedicated to precisely characterize its future orbit. Here we discuss orbital per-
turbation of Apophis due to incident and reflected solar radiation pressure (SRP). We both revisit
recent analytical estimate of the SRP effects for this body and also formulate a numerical approach allow-
ing us to compute the SRP orbital perturbation under general assumptions. Contrary to some previous
results, we show that SRP has a much smaller effect on the Apophis trajectory than does the thermal
re-radiation force which produces the Yarkovsky effect. When the Yarkovsky effect becomes constrained
enough in the future, our approach may be used to improve the orbit determination for this asteroid.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Near-Earth asteroids present a threat by their possible impacts
onto the Earth (e.g., Chesley et al., 2002; Chapman, 2004). Accurate
orbital ephemeris and the impact likelihood analysis represent a
starting point for further considerations such as mitigation actions.
When the identified impact possibility is distant in future (i.e. tens
of years and more), a very accurate orbital model, beyond the usual
needs of the asteroid orbit computations, is required to analyze the
problem. Vokrouhlický et al. (2000) and Vokrouhlický and Milani
(2000) pointed out that several forces of non-gravitational origin
may be needed for this task. The Yarkovsky effect due to the recoil
of thermally re-radiated sunlight (e.g., Bottke et al., 2002, 2006) is
the most important of them. Indeed, search efforts have detected
this effect acting on several near-Earth asteroids (e.g., Chesley
et al., 2003, 2008; Vokrouhlický et al., 2008) and detailed studies
of orbital evolution for several potentially hazardous objects has
identified the Yarkovsky effect as the most significant to obscure
future position predictions (e.g., Giorgini et al., 2002, 2008; Ches-
ley, 2006; Milani et al., 2009).

Asteroid (99942) Apophis, a former record-holder in the impact
threat scale, has an unusually close approach to the Earth in April
13, 2029. At that date, it will pass some 38,000 km from the Earth
center and subsequently will be perturbed by the Earth’s gravity
into a new heliocentric orbit, switching from the Aten to the Apollo
category (Fig. 1). In fact, soon after its discovery in December 2004,
Apophis was initially estimated to have an impact probability

larger than any prior case (e.g., Chesley, 2006), but was quickly
reduced in magnitude and pushed to the mid 2030s as additional
measurements were reported (Chesley, 2006; Chesley et al.,
2009; Giorgini et al., 2008). This is because a number of resonant
return-orbits are within (or very close to) the orbital uncertainty
region during the 2029 approach. Even if Apophis eventually does
not impact the Earth, the high-accuracy orbit determination efforts
developed for this complicated case will certainly be applicable to
similar cases in the future.

A thorough analysis of the Apophis orbit, including its discovery
circumstances and improvements of the orbital determination as a
function of increasing observation dataset, has been published by
Chesley (2006) and Giorgini et al. (2008). While both took into ac-
count the effects of the thermal forces (the Yarkovsky effect), per-
turbations due to the solar radiation pressure in optical waveband
have been considered by the latter only. Using a very simple, but in
fact satisfactory zero-order approximation in the numerical inte-
gration, Giorgini et al. (2008) concluded that the solar radiation
pressure effect on Apophis is much less than the Yarkovsky effect.
By contrast, Rubincam (2007) performed a specific analysis of the
radiation pressure orbital effects for Apophis and concluded they
can be as significant as those due to the thermal forces (the Yarkov-
sky effect). The contradictory conclusions from these two works1

motivated us to take a closer look at the effects of the solar radiation
pressure in the orbit of Apophis.
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1 Note that Giorgini et al. (2008) were aware of a preprint version of Rubincam
(2007) and noted the difference between their numerical results and those of
Rubincam. They assumed the extreme shape adopted by Rubincam (2007) made the
radiation pressure effect unrealistically large.
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The theory of radiation force for an arbitrarily-shaped asteroid
is given in Section 2 and its numerical implementation in Section
3. Results of our numerical simulations are summarized in Section
4. Section 2 also contains a minor correction of the analytical com-
putations of Rubincam (2007).

2. Theory

Solar radiation impinging the surface of an asteroid is removed
from the incident beam and reprocessed in two ways: (i) the first
part, included in this paper, is directly scattered in the optical
waveband (since the dominant part of sunlight is in optical) and
(ii) the second part, not included in this paper, is absorbed and
re-emitted in thermal waveband. The second part, namely the re-
coil acceleration due to thermal radiation, results in what is known
as the Yarkovsky effect (e.g., Bottke et al., 2002, 2006).

The prime goal of our work is the accuracy of the solar radiation
pressure computation. For that reason we do not restrict to (i) a
simplest Lambertian reflection of the sunlight and (ii) a simplest
possible geometric shapes of the asteroid (such as spherical or
ellipsoidal), but instead we keep the formulation as general as pos-
sible. Such an approach is handled numerically rather than analyt-
ically, and requires that the fundamental level at which we
describe the radiation pressure involves momentum budget for
an infinitesimal surface facet upon which some fraction of the inci-
dent sunlight is absorbed, the rest scattered through reflection. The
total effect is then obtained by numerical integration over all sur-
face facets.

2.1. Incident sunlight

The dynamical effect of the incident sunlight arises simply by
virtue of its removal from the solar radiation flux as a momentum
transfer to the object. It is thus given by (e.g., Vokrouhlický and
Milani, 2000)

f inc ¼ �
FS?
mc

n0; ð1Þ

where F is the sunlight flux at the asteroid heliocentric distance, S\
is the instantaneous cross-section of the asteroid with respect to the
solar radiation, m is the asteroid mass, c the velocity of light and n0

is the instantaneous unit vector directed from the asteroid to the
Sun. Note finc is radially directed acceleration with two primary
sources of temporal variability: (i) the flux F varies along an eccen-
tric orbit as the heliocentric distance d changes (F / d�2) and (ii) the
cross-section S\ changes due to asteroid rotation and its revolution
about the Sun for an irregularly-shaped body. If only the first phe-
nomenon existed, the dynamical effect of the impinging sunlight
would be equivalent to redefining the orbital elements due to effec-
tively smaller value of Sun’s gravitational mass (e.g., Dermott et al.,
2001). However, the cross-section S\ variation slightly complicates
the situation and adds short-period perturbations that needs to be
modeled numerically. At each timestep of the integrator we thus
need to evaluate

S? ¼
Z

S0

ðdS � n0ÞRðR;n0Þ; ð2Þ

where the integration is performed over the illuminated portion S0

of the asteroid surface, dS is an outward-oriented surface element
and R is the shadow function.2 The latter is either 1, if the surface
facet is illuminated, or 0, if the surface facet is shadowed by other
parts of the asteroid; R is a function of n0, the transformation matrix
R from the ecliptic inertial system to the body-frame system, and the
overall shape model. An effective analysis of R is not a trivial task for
highly irregular shapes. Since we have the asteroid shape models
available as discrete polyhedrons (with typically thousands of fac-
ets), we replace the integration in (2) by summation over the surface
facets. The mutual shadowing conditions are treated with a rather
inefficient ‘‘N2 method” described in Appendix B.2 of Čapek (2007)
(available through http://sirrah.troja.mff.cuni.cz/�davok/). The pro-
cedure basically inspects each of the N surface elements and, given
the instantaneous solar position, seeks whether it projects a shadow
on another surface element. The algorithm was somewhat acceler-
ated by proper sorting of the elements, such that they are listed
according to their increasing distance from the asteroid’s center-
of-mass and thus the origin of the body-centered reference frame.

2.2. Sunlight scattered on the asteroid surface

We now turn to discuss the dynamical effects of the sunlight
scattered by the asteroid surface. Assume an infinitesimal surface
facet dS = NdS with outward normal vector N. Let N0 denote unit
vector of the local direction to the Sun and choose an arbitrary unit
vector Nray directed to the hemisphere above the given surface ele-
ment. The specific radiation intensity I of the scattered sunlight
along Nray is given by

I ¼ IðN0;NrayÞ ¼ FrðN0;NrayÞ; ð3Þ

Fig. 1. Osculating semimajor axis (top) and mean anomaly (bottom) for the orbit of
(99942) Apophis from 2004.0 till 2008.2 (grey curve). Symbols show where
observations have been obtained so far and collected into 1-day bins; size of the
symbol is scaled by number of observations acquired during that day. Full circles for
optical astrometry, open circles for radar astrometry. Majority of observations
(some 60%) was obtained during the 2004–2005 close approach. The significant
increase of the heliocentric semimajor axis seen in December 2004 is due to the
close approach to the Earth; a much more spectacular change will occur during the
400 times closer approach in April 2029, when the semimajor axis will increase to
�1.1 AU.

2 Here we formally define S0 as a sample of surface facets for which dS � n0 > 0, a
necessary condition for illumination. The complete analysis of the facet illumination
requires R = 1 to make sure other parts of the surface do not produce a shadow at the
location of dS. We display these two conditions explicitly to describe the complexity
of the illumination condition.
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where F is the incident radiation flux and r(N0,Nray) is the bidirec-
tional reflectance function (e.g., Mihalas, 1978). Assuming that r is
a macroscopic quantity, that characterizes reflectance of random
sample of microscopic scatterers, we have a reduced dependence
r = r(l,l0,N0 � Nray). Here l0 = N0 � N and l = Nray � N are directional
cosines of the solar position and scattered light-ray direction with
respect to the surface normal N. It is also convenient to introduce
local reference system with the z-direction along N and x-direction
along

M ¼ N0 � l0Nffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� l2

0

q : ð4Þ

With that choice, and spherical coordinates (h,/)(l = cosh), we
can write

N0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� l2

0

q
0
l0

0
BB@

1
CCA ð5Þ

and

Nray ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� l2

p
cos /ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� l2
p

sin /

l

0
B@

1
CA ð6Þ

In this way, we have

cos a ¼ N0 �Nray ¼ ll0 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� l2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� l2

0

q
cos / ð7Þ

for the cosine of mutual angle a between N0 and Nray.
Many studies of the sunlight reflection on the solid surfaces in

the Solar System used Hapke’s class of models. Since we do not
need the highest accuracy in our work, we adopt Hapke’s bidirec-
tional reflectance function in a single-scattering approximation
(e.g., Hapke, 1981, 2002)

rðl;l0;/Þ ¼
w
4p

l0

lþ l0
½ð1þ B0BsðaÞÞPðaÞ þ HðlÞHðl0Þ � 1�; ð8Þ

where Bs(a) is the backscatter function which describes the opposi-
tion effect of the surface

BsðaÞ ¼ ½1þ ð1=hsÞ tanða=2Þ��1
; ð9Þ

H(x) is the Chandrasekhar’s H-function, approximated in our com-
putations with ðc ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�w
p

Þ

HðxÞ ¼ 1þ 2x
1þ 2cx

; ð10Þ

and P(a) describes angular scattering properties of a single
(average) surface particle. Here we consider the case of Henyey–
Greenstein function

PðaÞ ¼ 1� g2

ð1þ 2g cos aþ g2Þ3=2 ; ð11Þ

with an anisotropy parameter g. We note that such a simplified
Hapke model involves the following free parameters: (i) w the aver-
age single-scattering albedo, (ii) B0 the opposition surge amplitude
parameter, (iii) hs characterizes the width of opposition surge, and
(iv) g the asymmetry factor of a single-particle phase function
(Henyey–Greenstein parameter). A number of authors derived their
values from a high-quality photometry of individual asteroids and/
or derived mean values for a given spectroscopic class (e.g., Helfen-
stein and Veverka, 1989). We shall use this general information,
since the Apophis photometry is not prolific enough to derive spe-
cific value of (w,B0,hs,g) parameters for this object.

Before dealing with the recoil acceleration due to the scattered
sunlight, we discuss a couple of useful parameters related to the
scattering law described above. Most importantly we mention var-
ious definitions of ‘‘albedo” parameter. The hemispheric albedo Ah

defines how the incident sunlight energy is partitioned between
the reflection in optical wavelengths and thermal diffusion into
the body. It is given by

Ahðl0Þ ¼
1
l0

Z
Xþ

dXlrðl;l0;/Þ; ð12Þ

where X+ denotes the upper hemisphere on a unit sphere such that
the integration in (12) goes as

R
Xþ

dX ¼
R 1

0 dl
R 2p

0 d/. With Ah(l0)
defined as above, the Fl0Ah(l0) amount of radiation energy is di-
rectly scattered and Fl0[1 � Ah(l0)] amount of radiation energy is
thermally reprocessed. The second concept is that of geometric
(or physical) albedo Ag which gives the ratio of brightness of a
sphere observed at zero phase to the brightness of a Lambert disk.
We have

Ag ¼ 2p
Z 1

0
l0rðl0;l0;0Þdl0; ð13Þ

which for the above given Hapke’s model (8) yields

Ag ¼
1
2

r0 1þ 1
3

r0

� �
þw

8
½ð1þ B0ÞPð0Þ � 1�; ð14Þ

with r0 = (1 � c)/(1 + c) (e.g., Hapke, 1981). Photometric observa-
tions of Delbò et al. (2007) yield Ag = 0.33 ± 0.04 for (99942) Apo-
phis. Eq. (14) thus provides a correlated constraint on the Hapke
parameters of the Apophis surface reflectivity. Finally, we have
Bond’s albedo AB, given by

AB ¼ 2
Z 1

0
l0Ahðl0Þdl0; ð15Þ

which is the total amount of energy scattered by a spherical object
in all directions to the energy of the incident sunlight. Still more in-
volved definitions of the ‘‘albedo values” may be needed for the
analytic radiation force computation: for instance a second-order
moment of the hemispheric albedo is the required quantity when
dealing with radiation diffusion on a sphere (e.g., Vokrouhlický
and Bottke, 2001).

Turning now to the dynamical effect of the reflected sunlight,
we note that the infinitesimal recoil acceleration exerted on the
surface facet dS is given by (e.g., Mihalas, 1978)

dfsca ¼ �R
dS
mc

Z
Xþ

dXlNrayIðN0;NrayÞ ð16Þ

(recall R is the shadow function from Eq. (2)). With Hapke’s model
introduced above, we have

dfsca ¼ �R
F

mc
ðK1Nþ K2MÞdS; ð17Þ

where

K1ðl0Þ ¼
Z

Xþ

dXl2rðl;l0;/Þ; ð18Þ

K2ðl0Þ ¼
Z

Xþ

dXl
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� l2

q
cos /rðl;l0;/Þ: ð19Þ

Note that both K1 and K2 coefficients depend on the cosine l0 of the
local solar zenith angle and should be evaluated at each integration
timestep for each facet. We prevented too large computer time
requirements by precomputing K1 and K2 for a sufficiently dense
grid of l0-values and then used linear interpolation for evaluation
of the infinitesimal recoil contributions (17). An example of the K1

and K2 function dependence on l0 is shown in Fig. 2.
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The total recoil acceleration of the asteroid is formally given by
integrating (17) over the illuminated surface S0:

fsca ¼
Z

S0

dfsca: ð20Þ

In practice though, we use a discrete model of the asteroid
shape consisting of a finite number of surface facets (usually sev-
eral thousands). Integration in (20) is then replaced with summa-
tion over the model facets.

For sake of comparison with previous work we also note that
the case of Lambertian diffusion on the surface is characterized
with

rðl;l0;/Þ ¼
l0

p
A; ð21Þ

where A is a single ‘‘albedo” parameter in this model, equal to its
hemispheric and Bond values. From (18) and (19) we easily obtain
K1 ¼ 2

3 Al0 and K2 = 0 in this case.

2.3. Rubincam’s hemispheric model

While we resort to an entirely numerical approach below, see
Sections 3 and 4, we find it interesting to comment on the model
presented in Rubincam (2007). Rubincam performed analytical
computation of the radiation recoil force due to isotropically scat-
tered sunlight on a body of particularly simple shape, namely a
hemisphere. Inserting this effect into Gauss equations, Rubincam
obtained an estimate of the time-averaged perturbation of orbital
elements and from there he drew conclusions about the magnitude
of the effect of radiation pressure on the Apophis trajectory. He
correctly focused on secular effects in the semimajor axis value
ðda=dtÞ, which have a potential to produce the most significant
in-orbit displacement, and noted that only the scattered sunlight
yields ðda=dtÞ– 0. Estimating its value for the assumed parameters
of Apophis, Rubincam concluded that the radiation pressure may
contribute in an important way to the orbit uncertainty budget
during the 2029 encounter, noting in particular that it can be com-
parable to the effects due to the thermal forces (the Yarkovsky
effect).

While this work represents an interesting attempt, we show
here that its conclusion is incorrect for three separate reasons.
First, the assumed hemispheric shape in Rubincam (2007)
stretches the effect too much as already guessed by Giorgini
et al. (2008). In a more detailed approach (Section 4), when we

use a set of reasonable asteroid shapes in our numerical implemen-
tation, we obtain an effect order of magnitude smaller than pre-
dicted with the hemispheric model. Second, Rubincam’s analytic
calculation contains a small mistake that makes the effect appar-
ently larger than it actually is. Finally, we should also point out that
Rubincam’s estimate has a conceptual flaw of folding the thermal
(Yarkovsky) part of the perturbation into the reflected radiation
budget (by using an albedo equal to unity). In fact, when properly
modeled the orbital effect of the thermal forces with a non-zero va-
lue of the surface thermal inertia may be quite larger than the cor-
responding effect of the reflected radiation. As a result, one has to
carefully distinguish the radiative orbital effects in optical and
thermal in a proportion given by the albedo value.

Leaving the numerical experiments to Section 4, we now com-
ment on the analytic results in Rubincam (2007). Basically all of
them are performed carefully, but the final result suffers a small
omission. Using the notation in that paper, the orbit-averaged
semimajor axis drift in Eq. (33) of Rubincam (2007) should have
read

da
dt
¼ �2ð3p� 8Þ

3p2n
FE

cqRA

e
1� e2

a0

a

� �2
sin b: ð22Þ

Note the factor p2 in the denominator, rather than p in Rubin-
cam’s result. Inserting the orbital parameters of Apophis we obtain
da=dt ’ �35 sin b m/y, three times smaller than Rubincam’s esti-
mate (Eq. (36); where b is the angle between the hemisphere axis
and direction to the apocentre in Rubincam’s model). As a result,
the maximum along-track displacement due to the radiation pres-
sure in Rubincam’s model becomes �±80 km.

However, in the next sections we demonstrate that at all likeli-
hood the true effect of the radiation pressure is yet another order of
magnitude smaller than this estimate. In this respect one has to
note that the large effect in Rubincam’s model is a direct result
of an extreme north–south shape asymmetry in the hemisphere
model. Any more symmetric model would provide smaller effect;
for instance, a spheroidal model evaluated also using analytic
means by Vokrouhlický and Milani (2000) yields basically zero
effect.

3. Numerical model and simulations

We implemented computation of the radiation pressure accel-
eration fSRP = finc + fsca into the orbit determination software Orb-

Fit provided by the University of Pisa dynamical group.3 An
arbitrary shape model is assumed and represented by a polyhedron
with a large number of surface facets. Radar imaging and lightcurve
analysis has not resulted in a shape model and pole orientation for
(99942) Apophis yet; very likely, both will be obtained during its
close approach to Earth in January 2013 (e.g., Giorgini et al., 2008).
In this situation, the best we can do is to consider known shape mod-
els for near-Earth asteroids as a possible template of the Apophis
shape and test the orbital effects due to the radiation pressure using
these models. Since these are still not numerous enough, we also use
a sample of artificial shape models known as Gaussian random
spheres whose parameters have been calibrated by the shape models
of the main belt asteroids (see Muinonen, 1998; Muinonen and Lag-
erros, 1998; Vokrouhlický and Čapek, 2002). The pole position is
considered random in space, and the parameters of the bidirectional

Fig. 2. K1(l0) and K2(l0) functions computed for Hapke parameters w = 0.5,
g = �0.35, hs = 0.02 and B0 = 0.97 used in Section 4. Note the K1(l0) function is
well approximated with 2 ABl0/3 shown by the grey line (AB ’ 0.2 is the Bond
albedo from Eq. (15)).

3 The OrbFit software can be downloaded from http://adams.dm.unipi.it/�orb-
maint/orbfit/. We used a high-accuracy 15th order Radau-Everhart integrator
included in this package to propagate orbit of Apophis and do not integrate past
the very close 2029 Earth encounter. This way, accumulation of the integrator errors
should not play an important role (see Giorgini et al., 2008). We should point out that
our work is not a part of general distribution of OrbFit but may be requested from
the authors.
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reflectivity function (or just the albedo value in Lambertian approx-
imation) are assumed in accord with the known geometric albedo
value Ag = 0.33 ± 0.04. Apophis rotation period has been constrained,
though not accurately determined as yet, by the lightcurve observa-
tions. We take the �30.5 h value by Behrend et al. (2005).

With the lack of detailed information (such as the shape, pole
and reflectivity parameters) we cannot compute the radiation
pressure orbital displacement for Apophis accurately. Our ap-
proach is to compute it for a large sample of shape, pole and reflec-
tivity-parameters possibilities and characterize the results in a
statistical way using a mean/median value and a standard devia-
tion. This defines a given computer run. In each individual simula-
tion of a run, i.e. particular choice of the shape, pole and reflectivity
parameters, we first perform an orbit determination for Apophis
using all available observations, both sky-plane and radar astrom-
etry (Fig. 1). The best-fit orbit is numerically propagated to the
close approach in April 2029, and the geocentric state vector com-
pared to the prediction of the nominal, conservative model where
the effects of the radiation forces were not included.4 The nominal
model contains all relevant perturbations necessary for an accurate
orbit determination, namely all planetary perturbations (including
lunar effects) and the relativistic effects. None of the seven radar
observations is rejected, and only four out of 1399 optical observa-
tions are rejected and considered as outliers. The root mean square
of the residuals is only �0.26 arcsec for all models in the run. In par-
ticular, because the available observations cover a short interval of
time, from March 2004 till January 2008, the quality of the fit using
the nominal model and the extended model by the radiation forces is
the same.5

4. Results

In this section we perform a number of simulations with the
goal to reliably estimate the importance of the radiation pressure
effects for the foreseeable Apophis’ ephemerides, focusing on the
orbital displacement during the very close approach in April
2029. We progress step-by-step starting with simpler cases and
proceed to more complicated ones later.

4.1. Spherical model

At first, we considered the simplest shape model of the asteroid,
namely a sphere. Sunlight scattering is modeled using the Lamber-
tian model. In this case, we used two possibilities to implement the
solar radiation pressure effects: (i) direct evaluation of the radia-
tion pressure acceleration fSRP ¼ �ðFS?=mcÞð1þ 4

9 AÞn0 with the
cross-section S\ = pD2/4 (e.g., Vokrouhlický and Milani, 2000)
and (ii) we represented the sphere with a polyhedron model of
7200 surface facets and used methods from Section 2. Both meth-
ods provided identical results which conveniently validates our
general method implementation in the OrbFit software. We used
D = 270 m, bulk density6 2 g/cm3 and albedo7 A = 0.2. We find that

the closest-approach distance8 in April 13, 2029 has been shifted
by about 4 km with respect to the nominal value 38046.825 km. This
result is in a good agreement with a similar test reported by Giorgini
et al. (2008). Moreover, it shows the effect of direct radiation pres-
sure finc is fairly small compared to the Yarkovsky effect, contrary
to the finding of Rubincam.

4.2. Rubincam’s hemispheric model

Next, we numerically verified conclusions from the analytic
model of Rubincam (2007) and, at the same time, further tested
implementation of the radiation forces in the OrbFit software.
We constructed a hemispheric model using 7200 triangular surface
facets. We oriented the pole position of the hemisphere in the orbi-
tal plane of Apophis with an arbitrary tilt b from the direction to
pericenter and ran several simulations. In order to directly com-
pare our results with those of Rubincam, we considered the re-
flected component of the radiation only using the Lambertian
sunlight reflection and set the albedo equal to unity. The diameter
of the hemisphere was 270 m and the bulk density 2.8 g/cm3 in
this case. Extreme differences with respect to the nominal model
were observed for b = 0� and b = 90�. In the first case the effect
was basically zero and in the second case the distance of the closest
approach in April 13, 2029 has been shifted by 88 km with respect
to its nominal value (maximum over all b values). This is in a very
good agreement with the analytic estimate obtained in Section 2.3.
Adding the direct (incident) radiation pressure increases the effect
by only �4 km, in agreement with the previous test. If this were
the true radiation effect it would be very significant after the as-
sumed orbital improvements in 2013. While this effect seems
large, we must recall that in reality the effect of radiation pressure
may be only one-fifth to one-fourth of this maximum value,
depending on the real albedo. A larger portion has to be moved
to the thermal budget and can produce still larger orbital effect
when a non-zero thermal inertia is taken into account.

4.3. Gaussian random spheres used

The hemispheric shape model used in Rubincam (2007) is
clearly a gross idealization of real asteroid shapes. A much better
statistical representation is provided by a sample of Gaussian ran-
dom spheres with properly chosen parameters (see, e.g., Muinon-
en, 1998; Muinonen and Lagerros, 1998). In the next set of
simulations we thus used 200 Gaussian random spheres con-
structed by Vokrouhlický and Čapek (2002) and Čapek and Vok-
rouhlický (2004).9 For each of the spheres, we considered 10
random pole orientations in space giving us 2000 individual simula-
tions in a run. We used bulk density of 2 g/cm3 and scaled all shape
models such that their volume was equal to a sphere with a diameter
of 270 m. Note that the diameter of Apophis is uncertain at the �20%
level and its density is unmeasured. However, due to the inversely
proportional effect of these parameters, our results may be scaled
as necessary to allow for this. While performing our tests with the
values given above, size and density uncertainty may eventually
be accounted for by assuming an additional ’40–50% uncertainty.
We used two representative assumptions about the sunlight scatter-
ing on the surface: (i) the Lambertian model with albedo A = 0.2 and
(ii) a Hapke model with the following set of parameters: w = 0.5,
g = �0.35, hs = 0.02 and B0 = 0.97, yielding the geometric albedo
Ag = 0.34. Obviously, the choice of the individual Hapke parameters

4 We thus evaluate the fit-continuous model in the terminology of Giorgini et al.
(2008).

5 For instance, the current uncertainty in the semimajor axis determination is
about an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding change due to radiation
pressure (e.g., Dermott et al., 2001).
6 Note the bulk density for Apophis is unknown. We choose this value by considering
an analogy with (25143) Itokawa (e.g., Abe et al., 2006), which is an object of similar
spectral type and about the same size as Apophis. Should another value of the bulk
density apply, one may use a simple inverse proportional scaling of our result with
this parameter.

7 The effective albedo in the bracket of the radiation pressure formula fSRP for a
sphere is given by A ¼ 9

2

R 1
0 dl0½l0K1ðl0Þ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� l2

0

q
K2ðl0Þ� for a general scattering

law. Because K1(l0) is reasonably well approximated by 2
3 l0AB and is larger than

K2(l0) (see Fig. 2), we obtain A ’ AB ’ 0.2 where this value of Bond albedo holds for
the Hapke parameters chosen later in this section.

8 Note that for Apophis the close approach distance uncertainty coincides very well
with the 3D along-track orbital uncertainty (S. Chesley, personal communication).

9 The full sample of the 200 Gaussian random spheres used in this work was
described and shown in Čapek (2007), available through http://sirrah.tro-
ja.mff.cuni.cz/�davok/.
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is not unique and the one mentioned above corresponds to some-
what larger value of the G parameter in the IAU H–G system (see
Verbiscer and Veverka (1995) for the transformation between the
IAU Ag and H–G photometric parameters and the Hapke parameters).
With a more typical G ’ 0.15 value we would have: w = 0.34,
g = �0.27, hs = 0.05 and B0 = 1.98, yielding approximately the same
geometric albedo value. We have checked that this choice of the
Hapke parameters provide about the same statistical results as the
first set and in general the freedom in the choice of Hapke parame-
ters does not change our conclusions.

Statistical results for displacement of the close approach dis-
tance in April 13, 2029, referred to its nominal value, are summa-
rized in Figs. 3 and 4. The upper panels – (a) – in both figures show
the composite effect of the incident and reflected radiation compo-
nents, while the lower panels – (b) – show the effect of the re-
flected part only. We note that the overall orbit displacement
due to the radiation pressure is small, in particular significantly
smaller if compared to its maximum value derived for the hemi-
spheric shape model. Clearly, the typically much higher symmetry
between the north and south hemispheres in the Gaussian shapes,
and we also believe in real asteroids, diminishes the possible orbi-
tal effect (see Vokrouhlický and Milani (2000) for the proof of the
null effect in the case of the rotational spheroids).

For sake of interest, we point out that the �(1–2) km standard
deviation from the ’4 km mean due to the radiation pressure is
actually comparable to the perturbation due to the Poynting–Rob-

ertson (PR) component (e.g., Vokrouhlický and Milani, 2000). In-
deed, the estimated secular change of the semimajor axis due to

Fig. 3. Distribution of the close approach (CA) distance in April 2029 for 2000 trial
simulations (200 different shapes modeled with Gaussian random spheres, each of
which is given 10 different and random pole orientations) with the radiation forces.
The close approach distance is referred to a nominal value 38046.825 km obtained
in a simulation where radiation forces were excluded. Number of trials on the
ordinate, close approach distance at the abscissa grouped into bins of 0.95 km (top)
and 0.4 km (bottom) width. The top panel includes dynamical effects of the incident
sunlight (finc) together with those of the reflected sunlight (fsca). We assume
Lambertian model for the scattering with an albedo of 0.2, effective size D = 270 m
and bulk density 2 g/cm3. The bottom panel shows effects of the reflected sunlight
only. The grey Gaussian curves in both panels serve for a comparison only: the
mean value at the top panel is �4 km, corresponding to the effect of the incident
radiation, and the standard deviations are �2 km (top) and �1.1 km (bottom).

Fig. 4. The same as in Fig. 3, but now the reflected sunlight is modeled using the
Hapke’s bidirectional reflectance function (Section 2.2). The Hapke parameters are:
w = 0.5, g = �0.35, hs = 0.02 and B0 = 0.97, yielding geometric albedo Ag = 0.34. The
grey Gaussian curves in both panels serve for a comparison only: the mean value at
the top panel is �4 km, corresponding to the effect of the incident radiation, and the
standard deviations are �1.7 km (top) and �0.9 km (bottom).

Fig. 5. Upper part: distribution of the close approach distance in April 2029 for 800
trial simulations (16 different radar-derived asteroid shapes, each of which is given
50 different and random pole orientations) with the radiation forces (ordinate
values are arbitrarily normalized to unity in the maximum-occupied bin). The close
approach distance is referred to a nominal value 38046.825 km obtained in a
simulation where radiation forces were excluded. The sunlight reflected on the
surface is modeled using the Hapke bidirectional function with parameters as in
Fig. 4. Lower part (and inverted): normalized distribution of the close approach
distance in April 2029 from the top panel (a) in Fig. 4 for comparison. Statistical
properties of both distributions are basically identical: the difference in mean
values is insignificant, while the standard deviation of the upper distribution
�1.3 km is slightly smaller than that of the bottom distribution �1.7 km.
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the PR effect for Apophis is (da/dt)PR � 3 � 10�6 AU/Myr, about a
factor 100–500 smaller than the corresponding value due to the
Yarkovsky forces. Including the PR acceleration into the OrbFit

integrator we obtained 1 km displacement of the close approach
distance in April 13, 2029.

4.4. Radar shape models used

While we believe the Gaussian random sphere shapes represent
the true asteroid models rather well, we finally tested this assump-
tion. For that purpose we downloaded 16 shape models of the
near-Earth asteroids determined using the radar ranging and avail-
able from http://echo.jpl.nasa.gov/links.html. We used these shape
models of real asteroids and re-ran our simulation choosing each
time 50 possible and random pole orientation in space. We scaled
all models to the Apophis’ 270 m effective size, used 2 g/cm3 bulk
density and assumed Hapke model of the sunlight reflection with
the above given set parameters.

Statistical results for the 2029 close-approach displacement, as
referred to the nominal orbit, are shown in Fig. 5, where a compar-
ison with the same simulation but Gaussian random sphere shape
models is also shown. As expected, there is no fundamental differ-
ence between results for the Gaussian shapes and those where we
used the real asteroid shapes.

5. Conclusions

Results from our work show that the orbital perturbation of
Apophis due to the solar radiation pressure, as propagated to this
asteroids’ very close approach in April 2029 (critical for the further
evolution of its orbit), is more then order of magnitude smaller
than the perturbation due to the Yarkovsky effect.10 On the other
hand, the few-kilometer size perturbation on the target plane posi-
tion of the 2029 close approach of Apophis means the radiation pres-
sure is a significant effect in absolute terms. This is because it can
bring the true trajectory of Apophis close to or away from identified
hundred-meter size (and smaller) keyholes associated with Earth-
impacts in 2030s and later (see Chesley, 2006; Chesley et al.,
2009). So two implications arise from our work.

First, until the Yarkovky effect for Apophis becomes con-
strained, the direct radiation pressure perturbation represents an
addition to the orbital model that does not significantly improve
its quality. Still, it can be included at low computer-time expense
using the spherical model.

Second, things will change when the Yarkovsky effect is known
for Apophis. Luckily, its close approach in January 2013 will at all
likelihood provide a wealth of information: (i) not only physical
parameters needed to the thermal force characterization will likely
be constrained (such as the asteroid’s shape, pole or thermal iner-
tia), but (ii) the Yarkovsky effect could possibly also be directly
measured using the precise orbital position as of 2013. Moreover,
things may still further improve if high-quality astrometry data
and physical parameter observations are taken in March 2021, dur-
ing Apophis’ next close approach to the Earth. At that moment, the
Yarkovsky effect might be constrained to a significant-enough level
that a more sophisticated model for direct solar radiation pressure
might be included in the Apophis’ orbital prediction. We believe
this paper provides a suitable approach.
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